
Place On-Hold
Waiting on parts or a vendor? 
Use On-Hold to temporarily 
suspend the repair. 

Reassign
Allows the SP to Reassign 
the request to other 
member of their team.

Accept 
When you are ready to start 
the repair, Accept the 
request & set a Target Date.

Decline
SP’s can Decline the request 
if they can’t meet the 
scheduled repair time. 

Review
This quality assurance step is 
required to close out the 
request & send out the 
resident survey.

Reopen
Reopen the request if 
more work is needed or 
if you need to Reroute 
to another SP.

Reroute
Check to ensure the task is 
assigned to the right person. 
If not, reroute it. 

Update Schedule
If scheduling requests is 
your thing, schedule away!

Reprioritize
If this task is not high 
priority, change it. 

Archive
Need to cancel the request? 
Just hit the Archive button!

Reassign
Allows the SP to Reassign 
the request to another 
member of their team.

Complete
All done with the repair? 
Add your comments & 
photos and tap Complete!

Place On-Hold
Waiting on parts or a vendor? 
Use On-Hold to temporarily 
suspend the repair.

Create PDF
Create a PDF of the 
work order to print. 

Complete
Once completed, the 

Maintenance Supervisor or 
PM has a chance to review 

the repair details prior to the 
request getting closed out.

STEP 3

New
Requests in the new queue 
are waiting to be worked on 

by a Service Professional.

STEP 1

Create a Request
Describe the issue, severity & 
assign an Service Professional 

and let the magic begin!

Open
Requests that have been 

accepted by an SP are 
actively being worked on.

STEP 2

Leave Feedback
Are your Residents happy 
with your service? This is a 
great opportunity to get 
immediate feedback.
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